About the Map

The Recfish SA Fishing Map is a simple and easy to use spatial reference source for people fishing in South Australia. It provides a means for fishers to identify popular fishing spots across the state and also get information about fishing in a particular location.

The map highlights locations that are publicly accessible including reservoirs, dams, lakes, streams and the River Murray as well as jetties and boat ramps. Over time we hope to include much more information on boat, rock, beach and estuary locations. You can also find direct links to other important information such as purchasing your permit to fish in reservoirs and bag and boat limits.

Over time we hope to add to the information shown in the map and will be asking members of the recreational sector to contribute to this.

While we can’t guarantee that the Recfish SA Fishing Map will mean you’ll catch more fish, we hope that the information provided will improve your fishing experience at these great locations.

To learn how to use the Recfish SA Fishing Map click on the “How it works” button for a simple guide to finding your favourite fishing spot.

We hope you enjoy using the Recfish SA Fishing Map and encourage you to “Contact us” with any suggestions to improve this service.